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PETER’S MESSAGE
At the time of writing this message, uncertainty seems to be the order
of the day. Despite the Australian economy standing up relatively well,
compared to other advanced economies, the continued uncertainty
in the European economies and the residual concerns with other
economies means there are distinct signs of caution from Australian
households and businesses. One thing is clear, this caution is resulting
in a slowing of the lending market and a refocus on household savings
which is unlikely to change in the near future.
This certainly gives us a challenging operating environment. As the
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority’s Chairman, John Laker,
suggested in a recent address to industry, financial institutions must
now come to terms with ‘life in the slow lane’. For SERVICE ONE,
this has seen us adjust our approach to prepare for the challenging
economic times we are going to face in the short to medium term.
While households are no doubt tightening their belts, we have
also taken a look at the organisation, to identify areas of cost
efficiencies, improvements in Member service and enhancements to
our operations to ensure that we continue to provide the services our
Members expect in these changing times. Earlier in the year, given
the significant shift in the nature of how Members interact with us
(with a large and increasing proportion of our Members now choosing
electronic channels such as Internet banking), we reluctantly closed
our Calvary Branch and made some minor changes to trading hours
at a number of Branches. In line with this shift in Member behaviour,
we were pleased to be able to extend our telephone support service
for Members to seven days a week, providing additional support
during times that Members have told us are important.
You’d be aware of the high level of media attention focused on
financial institutions over the past few months with much discussion
surrounding the margins of the large banks and the impact of
the slowing lending market. Industry commentary continues to
highlight increased funding costs and other challenges – while this
can seem somewhat misplaced given the sorts of profit levels the
larger banking institutions are generating, these are real challenges
facing the banking sector. For SERVICE ONE, it’s about achieving
a balance between savings and loan rates while maintaining
the high levels of service standards to which our Members have
become accustomed.
Not surprisingly, interest rates have continued to dominate headlines.
Understanding that mortgages form a large part of the household
budget, I’m proud to say SERVICE ONE has continued to maintain
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our focus on Members by consistently having a lower standard
variable rate than many of our competitors, including the large
banks. From a deposit perspective, we remain a competitive option
and we’re committed to being able to offer Members strong returns
on their investments.
In this challenging operating environment, we consider it important
to make sure our products and services remain relevant to the
everyday lives of our Members. Since the last edition of the Member
magazine, we have launched several enhancements through our
Internet banking facility, eLink, to enhance the offering to Members.
These include the ability to open a range of accounts, activate new
access cards, manage statement delivery options and updating contact
details. We hope that this additional functionality will make it easier
for Members to do business with us.
In March we also launched our mobile banking offering – what
we’ve called eLink ON-THE-GO. For Members with web-enabled
smartphones and tablets, this means a simplified website interface
and mobile banking platform. The response from Members has been
overwhelmingly positive and our information shows a strong take up
of this service by Members.
Throughout the coming year, we will continue to assess all areas of
our business to ensure we are operating effectively and implementing
any changes necessary to ensure we are well placed to provide quality
banking services for our Members for many years to come. Finally,
as we have for several years now, we sought Member feedback
about our service levels, product offering and perceptions of the
organisation via our annual Member survey. This survey continues
to be an important source of feedback for us so I sincerely thank all
Members who took the time to complete the survey. Pleasingly, the
survey revealed our overall satisfaction rating increased to 95 per cent
(from 93 per cent in 2011) – a great result, and something I think staff
should be very proud of, as it’s the dedication and commitment our
staff have made to maintaining high standards of Member service
that is largely responsible for this result.

Until next issue

Peter Carlin
Chief Executive

WHY INSURANCE COSTS
ARE RISING
Recently received an insurance renewal or
quote only to be shocked by the increase
in the premium? There are some legitimate
occurrences in the industry that provide
some insight into why this is happening.
For an insurer, there are two variables that have the largest
impact on performance – the total number of claims and the costs
to settle these claims. In 2011, four natural disaster events which
occurred in Australia and New Zealand made the world’s top
10 most costly events list. At the same time, claims arising from
storms, fires, hail and rain nearly doubled from the previous year.
When you consider the enormity of events such as the
Queensland floods (and the thousands of claims that followed
as a result of this) and the significant weather events that
occurred internationally within a short period of time (such as the
earthquake and tsunami in Japan), it is clear that there has been
a lot of pressure on insurers. In addition to the increase in the
number of claims, costs to settle these claims are also on the rise,
driven in part by rising construction and material costs.

In this environment, insurers are forced to recoup some of
these extra costs from policyholders and this is the reason why
premiums are on the rise. As many household budgets are already
hurting, Members may want to shop around and compare quotes.
It is really important that you compare like with like as many
insurers tweak their product features to keep premiums low (for
instance, quotes from some online providers default to a higher
excess so that the premium remains lower).

SERVICE ONE can offer various types of insurance cover
through the MemberCare range. Ask us for a quick quote
today or generate a quote online at somb.com.au.
Staff are also more than happy to help you compare like
for like quotes between MemberCare and other policies.

In order for insurance companies to protect themselves from the
adverse effects of large major event claims, they purchase cover
from other insurance companies to spread out this risk – this is
what’s called ‘reinsurance’. After the events of the past couple
of years, our region is now seen as a high-risk area for natural
disasters and as such, reinsurance costs have increased sharply.
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A – Z OF LOAN FEATURES

While there’s no doubt securing a great interest
rate on your home loan is vital, loan features
are also an important part of the equation.
When going through the home loan process, there are some
fundamental decisions that need to be made in terms of the loan
type – fixed or variable interest rate or a combination of both?
When making these decisions, the different features available on
these types of loans should be taken into consideration as these
features can help structure the loans to fit your lifestyle, provide
flexibility when you need it and ultimately help you save money.
Here’s an A to Z of common home loan features and how they
can benefit you:

Additional repayments
It’s always a good idea to make sure your loan allows for
additional repayments (that is, payments that are above
the standard repayment for your loan). Making additional
repayments against the loan when you can means you will be
reducing the total amount of interest paid on your loan and
you can potentially reduce your loan term. A redraw facility
will enable you to access these extra repayments if you need to.
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All-in-one account
This is a loan type that also acts as your primary transaction
account. The idea is your salary and other income is deposited
directly against your loan, reducing the principal amount
owing. Although you will have different payments coming out
at different times, the longer your money is left in the account,
the more you’ll be saving on interest. Pay close attention to
the interest rate of these products as they are generally higher
than a standard variable product because of the extra flexibility
they offer.

Offset facility
An offset facility enables you to link savings accounts to your
loan account, allowing you to use the amount of money in
these savings accounts as an offset against your loan balance.
Effectively, the savings balance in the account is deducted from
your loan account before the interest on the loan is calculated.
As a result, no credit interest is paid on the offset savings account.
Make sure you’re aware of any extra fees to establish and
maintain an offset facility on your loan (it may incur a monthly
charge or you may need a minimum balance in the savings
accounts). Generally, significant savings balances are required to
demonstrate a large saving in loan interest. In some instances, you
may be better off making additional repayments directly against
the loan and using redraw to access available funds. Different
lenders may also offer varying levels of offset – for instance some
will provide a 100% offset facility (using 100% of your savings to
offset the loan), where as some may only provide 75% or 50%.

Package option
Some lenders offer packaged options – that is, a bundling of
products and services that offer benefits such as discounted loan
interest rates. Generally, these packages are better suited for
those with large loan balances as an annual fee is associated
with these packages, so you should ensure your loan discount
(and other benefits) will provide you with savings greater than
the cost of the annual fee.

Portability
If your loan offers portability, this means you can take your home
loan with you if you move. Lenders provide this by substituting
the security details on your loan to your new property. This
feature can be dependent on the property zoning and valuation.

Redraw facility
A redraw facility will enable you to access any extra repayments
you’ve made against the loan. Make sure you’re aware of any fine
print with such a facility as lenders can enforce a minimum redraw
amount and there may be a facility activation fee and/or ongoing
fees for each redraw.

Top-up
A top-up feature allows you to increase the loan amount of
an existing loan. While a top-up feature may not seem that
important when you initially take out the loan, if in five or
10 years time you want to renovate, being able to top-up your
loan will be convenient as you may be able to use the equity in
the home to access these extra funds.

When it comes time for you to choose a loan type and the
associated features, be realistic about your needs. If taking
out the home loan is going to stretch your resources and you’re
unlikely to have significant savings then an offset facility may not
be beneficial for you. In this instance, you may be better off with
a base variable loan, with a lower interest rate and basic features.
Keep in mind that as your financial circumstances change, you
should review your loan arrangements and if required, change
your loan type and features. Be sure to check with your lender
what fees and/or conditions are applicable to change your
loan product.

Whether you’re in the market for a new property or you
want to make sure your current loan arrangements are
working for you (even if they are with another financial
institution), phone 1300 361 761 during business hours
and speak to a SERVICE ONE lending specialist who will
be happy to help.
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SWITCHING BANKING
PROVIDERS – NOW
EASIER THAN EVER

From 1 July 2012, the Australian Government
introduced account switching reform, making
it easier for Australians to move their everyday
savings and transaction accounts from one
banking provider to another.
Regular electronic payments paid directly into or taken from
bank accounts has changed the way we receive money and the
way we pay regular suppliers such as household utility providers.
The new account switching reform has been designed to help
with changing banking providers and the process of redirecting
these credits and payments.
The new account switching reform means that if you are
unhappy with your current banking provider, you can approach
your new banking provider, sign some forms and they will then
deal with your old banking provider to identify your regular
payments (both credits and debits) and have them redirected
on your behalf.

How the process works...
Step 1

Upon making the decision to change banking
providers, the customer requests their new
banking institution to switch their transaction
account from their existing institution. This is
done by signing a single form authorising the new
institution to facilitate the switch on their behalf.

Step 2

The new institution sends a request to the existing
institution for details of all relevant third party
direct debits and credits (generally 13 months
worth of transactions) on the relevant accounts.

Step 3

The existing institution provides these details to
the new institution within a set timeframe.

Step 4

The new institution prepares notices of variations
to the customer’s third parties. These notices
are signed by the customer and then forwarded
to the third parties to confirm the new account
details.

Step 5

The regular payments are redirected.

For many customers, switching banking arrangements can feel
incredibly awkward – the new account switching reform means
your new banking provider will liaise with your old provider on
your behalf making it far easier to switch.
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If you do go through the account switching process, make
sure you leave some money in your old account/s as it can
take some time for all regular payments to be redirected.
To play it safe, you should only close your old account once
you can confirm each of your regular payments have been
redirected to your new account.

An opportunity to restructure your banking?
The account switching reform may be a great opportunity for you
to restructure your banking as our ability to save can be impacted
by the way we have our banking structured. For instance, if you
only have one account where all your income is received and your
expenses paid, and your regular payments to different suppliers
are made at different times, you may at times think you have
more money to spend than you really do.
You may like to consider establishing three different accounts:
99 one account for your savings – an account for your money
to accrue – select higher interest product options for this if
you can
99 one account for your bills – an account for all your regular
payments to utility companies, rent, loan repayments, credit
cards, insurance etc., and
99 one account for everyday access – an account for your ad-hoc
purchases such as groceries, entertainment etc.
By doing this, you’re making sure you’re not spending money
for bills on ad-hoc purchases and you’re getting into the habit
of putting some money away as savings.
To commit to this arrangement, you could set up a paysplit, which
means a set amount from each of your pays gets automatically
directed into each of these three accounts. Another alternative
would be to set up regular weekly or fortnightly payments into
the other accounts from the account your pay is directed into.

To switch savings or transactional accounts from another
provider to SERVICE ONE, contact us and we’ll take care
of the process. Should you wish to open any sub accounts
for your bills or savings needs, you can now open them
directly via eLink, our Internet banking facility, or speak
to a staff member today.
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SURVIVING SHARE
MARKET TURBULENCE
The current economic environment, coupled
with troubled investment markets, has created
uncertainty. While this makes investors
nervous, it’s important to understand that
markets are cyclical and performance will
return over the longer term.
Here are some tips to help you make the most of your
investments, even in uncertain times...

Don’t panic
In this type of environment it’s easy to over-react. While it
may be tempting to bail out of share investments if there’s a
significant downturn, it could actually be the worst thing to do.

Stay invested
By selling your investments, not only do you lock in your losses
but you could also miss out on future investment opportunities.
Share investments, generally, are longer term investments so, if
you’re planning to retire in another decade or more, you’ll have
plenty of time to ride out the market cycles.

Think long-term
Rather than focus on the day-to-day market movements,
concentrate on your long-term goals. Get into the habit of
reviewing your quarterly statements and plan to do a thorough
review of your investments at least once a year.
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Understand your risk profile
Different types of investments have different levels of risk, for
example stocks or shares generally have higher levels of risk than
bonds or cash. And the higher the expected level of return the
more risk you need to be willing to accept. If you are worried
about your investments perhaps you should consider investing
in less risky assets, but remember, your return is likely to be
lower as well.

Diversify your investments
Diversification simply means spreading your investments across a
number of different asset classes, or types of investments – shares,
property, fixed interest and cash for example. All investments
perform differently, so this can lower your risk – losses in one
area may be balanced by gains elsewhere.

Make informed decisions
Before you make changes to your portfolio, make sure you’re
fully informed – discuss your options with a financial planner.

SERVICE ONE can arrange a complimentary, obligationfree initial consultation with a Bridges financial planner.
Bridges Financial Services Pty Ltd (Bridges). ABN 60 003 474 977. ASX
Participant. AFSL 240837. This is general advice only and has been
prepared without taking into account your particular objectives, financial
situation and needs. Before making any investment decision based on the
information or advice contained, expressly or implicitly, in this article, you
should assess your own circumstances or seek advice, including taxation
advice. To the extent permitted by law, SERVICE ONE, Bridges (including
its employees, consultants, advisers and officers) are not liable for any
loss or damage arising as a result of any reliance placed on the contents
of this article. By referring Members to Bridges, SERVICE ONE does not
accept responsibility for any acts, omissions or advice of Bridges or its
authorised representatives.

INCREASING
CREDIT CARD LIMITS –
PROCEED WITH CAUTION
Increasing limits on your credit cards also
increases your total credit exposure – do you
really need it?
Before accepting or requesting any increase of your credit card
limit, take a moment to consider the potential ramifications.
The question you should keep coming back to: can you afford
to make the extra repayments?
Your credit card repayments can dramatically increase with a
higher limit – the tables provide you with a few scenarios based
on three different monthly repayments.

If you have a $1,000 debt and a credit card with a 15.00%
per annum interest rate
Monthly
repayments

Approx total interest
payable

Estimated time required
to pay off debt

$200

$39

6 months

$500

$19

3 months

$1,000

$13

1 month

If you have a $5,000 debt and a credit card with a 15.00%
per annum interest rate
Monthly
repayments

Approx total interest
payable

Estimated time required
to pay off debt

$200

$1,033

2 years, 7 months

$500

$375

11 months

$1,000

$196

6 months

If you have a $10,000 debt and a credit card with
a 15.00% per annum interest rate
Monthly
repayments

Approx total interest
payable

Estimated time required
to pay off debt

$200

$5,786

6 years, 7 months

$500

$1,579

2 years

$1,000

$750

11 months

If you do increase your credit limit and you are unable to make
any of your repayments, your credit history can be tarnished.
In addition, when you apply for a home loan, lenders will look
at how much you currently owe on any credit and store cards as
well as the credit limit on each of these cards. A card limit beyond
your means can adversely impact the way your application
is assessed.
From 1 July 2012, the Australian Government introduced new
credit card reforms so card issuers can no longer offer to raise
your credit card limit unless you specifically request it. This change
has seen a spate of institutions sending out offers to increase
credit limits – it pays to be aware of the impacts before accepting
such an offer.

For more information on managing credit card debt, visit
moneysmart.gov.au.
Calculations generated by moneysmart.gov.au and assume no other
purchases are made on these cards. While all reasonable care has been
taken in preparing and designing the calculators and tools, no warranties
are provided and no representation is made that the information provided
by the calculators and tools is appropriate for your particular circumstances
or indicates you should follow a particular course of action. These
calculations are approximate and for general use only.
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IN THE
COMMUNITY

2012 BRUMBIES SEASON –
REVAMPED PARTNERSHIP
The team’s improved results are not the only thing that proved
different for the 2012 Brumbies season. This year, in addition
to our support of the Kicks for Ca$h program (with proceeds this
season going to the SouthCare helicopter service), we introduced
a new promotion – the SERVICE ONE Seat Upgrade. This initiative
saw two winners randomly picked from the crowd before kickoff,
with these winners choosing three friends each, upgraded
to a catered Open Box at Canberra Stadium on the East side.
Winners were interviewed at half time as part of the promotion.
The SERVICE ONE Seat Upgrade is yet another example of our
community outreach activities. Here’s what one of the winners
had to say following the experience...
This night was absolutely fantastic. I, being a University of
Canberra student, only paid five dollars for my general admission
ticket and then to get upgraded to the grandstand box seats was
amazing. The catering was great and the people directing us were
friendly and informative. I love this seat upgrade idea.

TERTIARY OPEN DAY
On Saturday 25 August 2012, Canberra’s tertiary institutions
will open their doors to the public as part of Tertiary Open Day.
This day is an opportunity for these institutions to showcase what
is on offer for school leavers, mature age students and graduates.
Information can be collected from each of the campuses helping
potential students (and parents) to make an informed decision
about tertiary study for next year.
Check out the official website at tertiaryopenday.com closer
to the date for more information.
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COOMA SHOW
– RECOGNISING
AUSTRALIAN YEAR
OF THE FARMER
In March, the 2012 Cooma Show was held at the Cooma
Showgrounds and SERVICE ONE was proud to support the event.
The show provided an opportunity to promote this year as the
Australian Year of the Farmer. This initiative celebrates the hard
work of all those involved in producing, processing, handling and
selling products from 136,000 farms across the country. Australian
Year of the Farmer is about celebrating and enriching the
connections between rural and urban Australia. Governor General
Quentin Bryce was on hand to welcome patrons and speak about
the importance of the farming industry to this country and the
significant role it plays in our production and income.

HOME BUYING SEMINAR
Late last year, SERVICE ONE hosted a home buying seminar in
Canberra. This seminar was designed to provide those looking
to get into the housing market with practical information on
the local real estate market, explain some of the jargon that
is encountered during the home buying process, provide some
insight into what the different stages are as well as highlight the
loan options and features available.
The event enjoyed strong support with the room at capacity.
Given this response, we are looking to host sessions of a similar
nature later in the year – keep an eye on the website for details.
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SERVICE ONE NEWS

TAILORED INTERNET
BANKING FOR SMALL
BUSINESS
For all small businesses banking with SERVICE ONE, a tailored
Internet banking facility will soon be available. This will
mean added functionality to assist with small business
banking, including:
99 the ability to create and maintain access to business banking
for employees, including creating and deleting signing
authorities and data entry logins, and
99 improved access for multiple signatories to authorise
payments.
If you’re interested in this service, speak to a staff member
who can establish this for you.

CHANGE TO MEMBERCARE
INSURANCE
Earlier in the year, the underwriter of our range of MemberCare
insurance solutions changed to QBE Insurance. For those
Members with MemberCare, it is essentially business as usual
as MemberCare product features and pricing were maintained.
Importantly, MemberCare continues to be a competitive insurance
option for credit union Members and is not available directly from
QBE Insurance.
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Any Member who is currently looking for insurance cover or may
be after a better deal on their insurance should speak to a staff
member about getting a MemberCare quick quote. Alternatively,
MemberCare Direct enables you to get an online quote from the
SERVICE ONE website (it can be selected from the ‘Online Services’
dropdown on the top right of the screen).

FURTHER ELINK
ENHANCEMENTS
Further enhancements have been applied to our Internet banking
facility, eLink. These include the ability to open several savings
and transaction accounts, update contact details (phone, email
and mailing/residential addresses) and new card activation.
This functionality can be accessed now by logging into eLink and
hovering over ‘Account’ to open an account or hovering over
‘Other’ for the remaining options.

STAFF
MILESTONES
20 YEARS
Jann Wellington
All of my roles at SERVICE ONE over
the years have been based at the
Tumut Branch. I first started as a
part-time Member Service Officer
(I remember the first job I was ever
given was to count four large coffee
jars of one and two cent pieces and
rolling them). I then moved to full-time and focused on lending as
I became the Branch’s Lending Officer. More recently, I have been
the Assistant Branch Manager and now I am the Manager of the
Tumut Branch. What I like most about working at SERVICE ONE
is the relationships I’ve been able to build with both colleagues at
the Branch as well as our Members. I also appreciate the fact I am
provided with ongoing training and study opportunities (I am
soon to complete my Diploma of Banking Services).
Outside of work, I am a Meals on Wheels and Can Assist volunteer,
am busy with renovating and painting my house (something that
never seems to end) and I enjoy spending time with my children
and grandchildren.

5 YEARS
Daniel Cave
While I am currently working at
the ANU and Civic Branches, I have
worked at several Branch locations for
SERVICE ONE, including Queanbeyan,
Brindabella and Calvary.
I really appreciate the importance
SERVICE ONE places on supporting the local community – an
example being our Friday jeans day with different charities and
organisations we support every month.

Rebecca Fazey
Five years ago I started at SERVICE
ONE as a relief Member Service
Officer. Within a few short few
months I moved into the Operations
department to take on the role of
Finance Officer. I have since moved into
the more challenging yet rewarding
role of Credit Control Manager.
I find working at SERVICE ONE great as the Members are good to
work with and the staff are like a big family – SERVICE ONE offers
a great balance between my personal and work life.
Outside of work I love to spend quality time with my family and
put in a few visits each week to the gym. I am hoping to secure
some volunteer work in health services in the near future.

Alicia Heron
Since joining SERVICE ONE in 2007,
I’ve held the role of Assistant Branch
Manager and am currently the
Manager of the Batemans Bay Branch.
I’ve also focused on developing my
lending skills and am now one of
the organisation’s senior lenders.
I’ve also had the opportunity to
complete further studies to enhance
my management skills. Last year I was fortunate enough to attend
the Abacus Convention (a program specifically run for emerging
leaders of credit unions) and meet with credit union staff across
the industry to develop and enhance my skills.
My role at SERVICE ONE allows me to make a real difference
in the lives of our Members, as I help with significant milestones
such as someone buying their first car or home. Working for
a credit union also means we maintain close links with the
local community and we’re involved with various programs
and initiatives.
Outside of work I enjoy spending time on our property with my
husband and our fur-children – Mato the chocolate Labrador,
Mason the German Shepherd, Milly the goat and an assortment
of chickens. I also enjoy listening to music, reading,
scrap-booking and card making.
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THE ONGOING
IMPORTANCE OF
PROTECTION
Whether you’re using access cards at an
ATM or in store, shopping online or Internet
banking using a smartphone, making sure
your information is protected at all times
is paramount.
Tips to maintain card and PIN security
9 when entering your PIN at an ATM or EFTPOS terminal, look
around to ensure no one is watching – cover your hand as you
enter in your PIN
9 make sure your card is always in sight when a salesperson
is transacting with it
9 consider lowering the limit on your credit card/s as this will
constrain fraudulent transactions if your card details are
compromised and used by scammers
9 use common sense and only deal with trusted companies
when making purchases over the phone or online
9 don’t tell anyone your PIN and don’t keep a record of your
PIN near your card, and
9 don’t use the same PIN for more than one service.

Tips to maintain online safety
9 install reputable anti-virus and firewall protection on your
computer and other devices and be sure to regularly update
this software
9 install any security patches for your operating system and
other software on your computer and other devices and keep
these up-to-date, and
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9 before disposing of your computer or other devices, make
sure you remove all traces of your personal data – such as
temporary Internet files, Internet history, cookies, passwords
and the recently opened document list.
Be sure to treat your smartphone and other web-enabled
devices such as tablets the same as your computer – as you
access the Internet from these devices, they are at the same
risk of being exposed to viruses and spyware and should have
the same anti-virus and firewall protection as your computer.

Keep in mind...
9 always check your statements carefully and advise your
banking institution or card issuer immediately of any
unauthorised activity
9 there are other options to keep track of funds in your account
– many banking institutions now offer alert services (either via
SMS or email), alerting you to different types of transactions
on your accounts (for instance balance/s at the end of the day,
when a transaction occurs over a certain amount etc.), and
9 SCAMwatch.gov.au allows you to sign up for email alerts
providing information on the latest types of scams.

For more information on how to stay protected, visit
somb.com.au and select ‘Fraud Awareness’.
This information is of a general nature only and is not intended to be
relied upon as advice in any particular matter. Consult your banking
institution or local authorities on how this information may be applied
to your own circumstances.

SECURITY
CRYPTOGRAM
Working out the below cryptogram will reveal a hidden phrase relating to our security article on the opposite page.
Each letter corresponds to a particular number. HINT: you may like to start with the shorter words as there are only
a few options for these. We’ve revealed letters ‘T’ and ‘E’ to get you started... good luck!
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Contact us
Phone
1300 361 761

Fax
(02) 6215 7171

Email
members@somb.com.au

Website
somb.com.au

Branches
Branches throughout the ACT and surrounding NSW.
Visit somb.com.au/locate or phone 1300 361 761 for details.

While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this magazine,
SERVICE ONE takes no responsibility for any errors or omissions. Content in articles is intended for guidance
only and does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. We recommend that you
seek independent advice before making any decisions based on this material.
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